
COCKTAILS
MENU

by Stas Mukhin



shooters

FASHION



Grand Marnier, 2 cl

Baileys, 2 cl

Kahlua, 2 cl

B-52
fashion shooters

layering master measure cup shot glass

Tools

1
Set a shot glass on a 
table or other flat 
surface

2
Measure 2 cl of 
Kahlua with 
measuring cup

3
Pour Kahlua from 
measuring cup directly 
to shot glass

4
Measure 2 cl of 
Baileys with 
measuring cup

5
Take the Layering 
Master and put it in 
the shot glass at the 
1st level

6
Pour Baileys slowly and 
lift the Layering Master 
at the same time

7
Measure 2 cl of Grand 
Marnier with 
measuring cup

8
Take the Layering 
Master and put it in 
the shot glass at the 
2nd level

9
Pour Grand Marnier 
slowly and lift the 
Layering Master at the 
same time

artzavodua.com



Finlandia Grapefruit, 2 cl

Blu Curacao, 3 drops

Baileys, 5 drops

Cointreau, 2 cl

Pisang liqueur, 2 cl

1
Set a shot glass on 
a table or other flat 
surface

2
Measure 2 cl of 
Pisang liqueur with 
measuring cup

3
Pour Pisang liqueur 
from measuring cup 
directly to shot glass

4
Measure 2 cl of 
Cointreau with 
measuring cup

5
Take the Layering 
Master and put it in 
the shot glass at 
the 1st level

6
Pour Cointreau 
slowly and lift the 
Layering Master at 
the same time

7
Measure 2 cl of 
Finlandia Grapefruit  
with measuring cup

8
Take the Layering 
Master and put it in 
the shot glass at 
the 2nd level

9
Pour Finlandia 
Grapefruit slowly 
and lift the Layering 
Master at the same 
time

10
Drip 5 drops of 
Baileys via sillicon 
dropper to shot 
glass

11
Drip 3 drops of Blu 
Curacao via sillicon 
dropper to shot 
glass

Tornado
fashion shooters

layering master measure cup shot glass sillicon dropper

Tools
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Cherry, 2

Tabasco, 3 drops

Rum, 2 cl

Malibu, 2 cl

1
Set a shot glass on 
a table or other flat 
surface

3
Measure 2 cl of 
Malibu with 
measuring cup

4
Pour Malibu from 
measuring cup 
directly to shot glass

5
Measure 2 cl of 
Rum with 
measuring cup

6
Take the Layering 
Master and put it in 
the shot glass at 
the 1st level

7
Pour Rum slowly and 
lift the Layering 
Master at the same 
time

2
Take two cherries 
to the shot glass

8
Drip 3 drops of 
Tabasco to shot 
glass

Fire eggs
fashion shooters

layering master measure cup shot glass sillicon dropper

Tools
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7
Measure 2 cl of 
Absolut Kurant with 
measuring cup

8
Take the Layering 
Master and put it in 
the shot glass at 
the 2nd level

9
Pour Absolut Kurant 
slowly and lift the 
Layering Master at 
the same time

10
Drip 5 drops of 
Baileys via sillicon 
dropper to shot 
glass

Absolut Kurant, 2 cl

Bailyes, 5 drops

Martini dry, 2 cl

Strawberry liqueur, 2 cl

1
Set a shot glass on 
a table or other flat 
surface

2
Measure 2 cl of 
Strawberry liqueur 
with measuring cup

3
Pour Strawberry 
liqueur from 
measuring cup 
directly to shot glass

4
Measure 2 cl of 
Martini dry with 
measuring cup

5
Take the Layering 
Master and put it in 
the shot glass at 
the 1st level

6
Pour Martini dry 
slowly and lift the 
Layering Master at 
the same time

Jellyfish
fashion shooters

layering master measure cup shot glass sillicon dropper

Tools
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Tequila, 2 cl

Lime juice, 2 cl

Pisang liqueur, 2 cl7
Measure 2 cl of 
Tequila with 
measuring cup

8
Take the Layering 
Master and put it in 
the shot glass at 
the 2nd level

9
Pour Tequila slowly 
and lift the Layering 
Master at the same 
time

1
Set a shot glass on 
a table or other flat 
surface

2
Measure 2 cl of 
Pisang liqueur with 
measuring cup

3
Pour Pisang liqueur 
from measuring cup 
directly to shot glass

4
Measure 2 cl of 
Lime juice with 
measuring cup

5
Take the Layering 
Master and put it in 
the shot glass at 
the 1st level

6
Pour Lime juice 
slowly and lift the 
Layering Master at 
the same time

Mexican green
fashion shooters

layering master measure cup shot glass

Tools
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drinks



Coconut syrup, 1,5 cl

Coffee, 5 cl

Red Bull, 20 cl

7
Measure 5 cl of 
Coffee with 
measuring cup

8
Take the Layering 
Master and put it in 
the goblet glass at 
the 3rd level

9
Pour Coffee slowly 
and lift the Layering 
Master at the same 
time

1
Set a shot goblet 
glass on a table or 
other flat surface

2
Fill the goblet glass 
with ice cubes

3
Measure 1,5 cl of 
Coconut syrup with 
measuring cup

4
Pour Coconut syrup 
from measuring cup 
directly to goblet 
glass

5
Measure 20 cl of 
Red Bull with 
measuring cup

6
Pour Red Bull  from 
measuring cup 
directly to goblet 
glass

Insomnia
c o f f e e  d r i n k s

layering master measure cup goblet glass

Tools
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Strawberry liqueur, 2 cl

Cream, 2 cl

Coffee, 2 cl

Cinnamon

7
Sprinkle with 
cinnamon

1
Set a shot grappa 
glass on a table or 
other flat surface

2
Measure 2 cl of 
Strawberry liqueur 
with measuring cup

3
Pour Strawberry liqueur 
from measuring cup 
directly to grappa glass

4
Measure 2 cl of 
Coffee with 
measuring cup

5
Put Coffee above 
first layer using 
Layering Master

6
Put 2 cl of cream 
above Coffee

Strawberry hot shot
c o f f e e  d r i n k s

layering master measure cup grappa glass

Tools
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Cream, 5 cl

Sugar syrup, 2 cl

Whiskey, 4 cl

Coffee, 10 cl

7
Put Cream above 
liquid using 
Layering Master

1
Set a wine glass on 
a table or other flat 
surface

2
Measure 2 cl of 
Sugar syrup with 
measuring cup

3
Measure 4 cl of 
Whiskey with 
measuring cup

4
Measure 10 cl of 
Coffee with 
measuring cup

5
Pur liquids directly 
to wineglass

6
Shake Cream in the 
shaker

Irish coffee
c o f f e e  d r i n k s

layering master measure cup shaker wine glass

Tools
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ANY TIME

drinks



Champagne Rosso, 6 cl

Malibu, 3 cl

Peach juice, 7 cl
5
Put Champagne 
Rosso above liquid 
using Layering 
Master

1
Set a champagne 
glass on a table or 
other flat surface

2
Measure 3 cl of 
Malibu with 
measuring cup

3
Measure 7 cl of 
Peach juice with 
measuring cup

4
Pur liquids directly 
to champagne 
glass

Ruby
any time drinks

layering master measure cup champagne glass

Tools
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Green Apple liqueur, 3 cl

Finlandia Grapefruit, 3 cl

7up, 9 cl

Creme de Cacao, 3 cl

6
Mix 3 cl of Finlandia 
Grapefruit and 3 cl 
Green Apple 
liqueur 

7
Put mix above 
liquid using 
Layering Master

1
Set a old fashion 
glass on a table or 
other flat surface

2
Fit the old fashion 
glass with ice cubes

3
Measure 3 cl of 
Creme de Cacao 
white with 
measuring cup

4
Measure 9 cl of 7up 
with measuring cup

5
Pour liquids directly 
to old fashion glass

Spring
any time drinks

layering master measure cup old fashion glass

Tools
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Blue Curacao, 3 cl

Gin, 3 cl

Orange juice, 9 cl

Almond syrup, 1 cl

6
Mix 3 cl of Gin and 
3 cl of Blue 
Curacao liqueur 

7
Put mix above 
liquid using 
Layering Master

1
Set a wine glass on 
a table or other flat 
surface

2
Fit the wine glass 
with ice cubes

3
Measure 1 cl of 
Almond syrup with 
measuring cup

4
Measure 9 cl of 
Orange juice with 
measuring cup

5
Pour liquids directly 
to wine glass

Peace
any time drinks

layering master measure cup wine glass

Tools
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drinks

BEER



any time drinks
artzavodua.com

Tools

Alcoholic bomb

layering master measure cup beer glass shot glass

Tequila, 2.5 cl

Green apple liqueur, 2.5 cl

Lager beer, 33 cl

1
Set a shot glass on 
a table or other flat 
surface

2
Measure 2.5 cl of 
Green apple 
liqueur and pour to 
shot glass

3
Measure 2.5 cl of 
Tequila with 
measuring cup 

5
Set a beer glass on 
a table or other flat 
surface

4
Put Tequila above 
first layer in shot 
glass

6
Measure 33 cl of 
Lager Beer and 
pour it to the beer 
glass

7
Take a shot glass 
and put it in beer 
glass



Dark beer, 7 cl

7up, 13 cl

Lager beer, 13 cl

1
Set a beer glass on 
a table or other flat 
surface

2
Measure 13 cl of 
Lager beer and 
pour to glass

3
Measure 13 cl of 
7up with measuring 
cup and pour to 
glass

4
Take Layering 
Mastering above 
the layer

5
Pour Dark beer on 
the top of liquor 
using Layering 
Master

beer drinks

layering master measure cup

Tools
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sling

Black Radler



Jagermeister, 2.5 cl

Marie Brizard peach, 2.5 cl

Lager beer, 33 cl

1
Set a shot glass on 
a table or other flat 
surface

2
Measure 2.5 cl of 
Marie Brizard 
peach and pour to 
shot glass

3
Measure 2.5 cl of 
Jagermeister with 
measuring cup 

4
Pour Jagermeister 
above first layer 
using Layering 
Master

5
Set a beer glass on 
a table or other flat 
surface

6
Measure 33 cl of 
Lager Beer and 
pour it to the beer 
glass

7
Take a shotglas 
and put it in beer 
glass

beer drinks

layering master measure cup

Tools
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beer glass

Jager Submarine
shot glass



in mini shots

COCKTAILS



Home cocktail party
cocktails in mini shots
artzavodua.com



home cocktail party
artzavodua.com

layering master measure cup mini glass

Tools

Gin

0.8 cl

Lime juice

0.8 cl

Strawberry liqueur

0.8 cl

Tequila

0.8 cl

Melon liqueur

0.8 cl

Creme de cacao liq

0.8 cl

Jagermeister

0.8 cl

Cointreau

0.8 cl

Kahlua

0.8 cl

Finlandia Grapefruit

0.8 cl

Lime juice

0.8 cl

Blue Curacao liq

0.8 cl

Absinth

0.8 cl

Malibu

0.8 cl

Green mint liq

0.8 cl

1 2 3 4 5

Take layer by layer to mini shots using Layering Master



cocktails in mini shots
artzavodua.com

Valentine’s day party



valentine’s day party
artzavodua.com

layering master measure cup mini glass

Tools

Baileys

1.25 cl

Milk

1.25 cl

Milk

1.25 cl
Milk

1.25 cl

Milk

1.25 cl
Milk

1.25 cl

Kahlua
1.25 cl

Malibu

1.25 cl

Amaretto
1.25 cl

Pisang liqueur
1.25 cl

1 2 3 4 5

Take funnel from Layering Master and pour liquors using speed mixing mehod



cocktails in mini shots
artzavodua.com

Halloween party



halloween party
artzavodua.com

layering master measure cup mini glass

Tools

Gin

1.25 cl

Strawberry juice

1.25 cl

Cranberry juice

1.25 cl
Strawberry liq

1.25 cl

Cherry juice

1.25 cl
Martini rosso

1.25 cl

Rum
1.25 cl

Vodka

1.25 cl

Malibu
1.25 cl

Aperol
1.25 cl

1 2 3 4 5

Take funnel from Layering Master and pour liquors using speed mixing mehod



Happy Birthday party
cocktails in mini shots
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home cocktail party
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layering master measure cup mini glass

Tools

Cointreau

1 cl

Baileys

1.5 cl

Mandaraine

1 cl

Napoleon

Baileys

1.5 cl

Grand Marnier

1 cl

Baileys

1.5 cl

Becherovka

1 cl

Baileys

1.5 cl

Absinth

1 cl

Baileys

1.5 cl

1 2 3 4 5

Take layer by layer to mini shots using Layering Master.
Burn the top layer like candles.



Frozen drinks
cocktails in mini shots
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home cocktail party
artzavodua.com

layering master measure cup mini glass

Tools

Flavored Vodka

2.5 cl

Becherovka

2.5 cl

Jagermeister

2.5 cl

Vermoth

2.5 cl

1 2 3 4

Pour liquor using funnel from Layering Master.
Put it in heat-resistant container and froze. 



Have a GREAT 
party with 

Layering Master!


